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Purpose or Objective: The interest in particle therapy, with 
light and heavy ion beams, has grown worldwide, due to their 
beneficial physical and biological properties. At the 
Heidelberg Ion beam Therapy Center, four ions are available 
for irradiation with an active scanning beam delivery system: 
1H, 4He, 12C and 16O. While most of the actual studies 
comparing different characteristics of the ions are based on 
Monte Carlo or analytical dose calculations, we present here 
an experimental based comparison for spread-out Bragg 
peaks (SOBP) and a first clinical-like scenario study, 
experimentally validated. 
 
Material and Methods: Several SOBP have been planned with 
1H, 4He, 12C and 16O ions, at four different clinically 
relevant positions (5, 8, 15 and 20 cm) and different 
irradiation volumes (10x10x4 cm³ / 3x3x2 cm³). The 
measurements have been done in a water tank coupled with 
24 motor-driven PinPoint ionization chambers. Delivery is 
applied with an active scanning beam delivery system. Both 
depth-dose and lateral dose profiles are investigated at 
different depth for each SOBP. We compare several 
parameters: the entrance-to-plateau ratio, the lateral 
penumbra along the depth, the fall-off, and the distal dose 
due to the fragmentation tail for ions with Z>1. For the 
clinical case, representing a meningioma treatment, the dose 
has been biologically optimized for every ion on the target 
volume. Experimental validations of the calculated physical 
dose have been made in the same water phantom.  
 
Results: Dosimetrically, the plans doses for the SOBPs and 
the measured ones are within +/- 5% (figure 1). 
Measurements show that physically optimized SOBPs present 
different behavior depending on the ion used, field size and 
depth. These dosimetric characteristics exhibit several 
advantages and/or inconvenients depending on the ion used. 
This may help improving dose distribution during treatment 
planning. For the clinical-like scenario, the different ions 
show different characteristics on the dose distributions, 
impacting either the conformity to the target or the organ at 
risk sparing. The measurements in the water phantom show 
agreement within 5% to the physically planned dose. 
 
 
Figure 1: SOBPs measurements for irradiation (at 8cm volume 
of 10x10x4cm³) with 1H, 4He, 12C or 16O 
 
Conclusion: Although its therapeutic use had been 
discontinued after the end of the clinical experience at the 
Berkeley National Laboratory in 1992, our experimental 
results indicate 4He as a good candidate for further particle 
therapy improvements due the favorable physical 
characteristics, especially due to the smaller lateral 
scattering than 1H and the very low tail-to-peak ratio 
compared to 12C or 16O. For the clinical like scenario, 4He 
present interesting results for organ at risk sparing with a 
good conformity to the target. But one have to remind that 
even if the physical dose measured is matching with the 
planned one, proper validated biological model have to been 
used for the ions to have a fair comparisons.  
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Purpose or Objective: To improve the accuracy of proton 
dose calculations using dual energy X-ray computed 
tomography (DECT) based proton stopping powers. 
 
Material and Methods: The CT densities of 32 different 
materials (table) have been measured with DECT in a 33 cm 
diameter Gammex 467 tissue characterization phantom. The 
phantom has been scanned with a clinical 90 kV / 150 kV 
(with additional Sn filtration) DE abdomen protocol (CTDIvol 
= 15.52 mGy) in a dual source CT system (SOMATOM Force). A 
Qr40 strength 5 ADMIRE kernel with a slice thickness of 1 mm 
has been used for the reconstruction. Using the method 
developed by van Abbema et al (Ref), effective atomic 
number (Z’) and electron density (ρe’) images have been 
derived. A fit from Z’ to the logarithm of the mean excitation 
energy (ln(I)) has been determined based on calculated 
values for Z’ of 80 average tissues described by Woodard and 
White and measured values for Z’ from DECT. Depth dose 
profiles of 190 MeV protons have been measured using a 
Markus chamber in a water phantom (figure) with a step size 
of 0.2 mm in the Bragg peak. The range R80% (distal 80% of 
the dose) after traversing a material in water has been 
measured relative to the R80% in water only, for three 
different depths of the material in water. Geant4 simulations 
have been performed to obtain depth dose profiles from 
specified elemental composition and density of the materials. 
A method has been developed to predict the energy loss in 
the material from DECT determined values for ρe’ and ln(I). 
The derived relative stopping powers (RSPs) for the materials 
have been compared to RSPs determined from range 
differences measured in the water phantom. 
 
